
 

 

 

 

  

 

 
 

 

  
 

  

 

A Play on Words 

A Trans-Atlantic Romantic Comedy 

A Play on Words is a four-character 

romantic comedy written at the 

Playwrights Workshops of Oxford 

University and the University of Iowa.  
Winner of the Iowa Scriptwriter’s 

Alliance Gold Medal, it’s been 

produced in England, Eastern Europe, 

the Caribbean and across America.   
 

A wide-eyed American playwright 

gets separated from his tour bus on a 

rainy night in Stratford Upon Avon 
and ends up in the Bishop and 

Chicken Pub in rural Ishington. The 

skeptical pubmaid, a single mother 

and aspiring poet, takes him in.  By 
dawn, Maggie, Jason and two 

eccentric locals all discover that there 

is more than an ocean between 

England and America, and that an 
American in England is not 

necessarily speaking English!. 

 

The play offers sweet poetry, sexual 
miscues, a British word game gone 

awry, a hero nearly frozen to death, 

silly songs, sad stories, plenty of 

laughter and a single tear.  
- EQUITY HOUSE 

 

O Christmas Three! 

  The Last Straw, Peas on Earth, 

    and Dorcas the Christmas Duck.   
O Christmas Three!  Inspired by the author’s international best-selling children’s book, 

Father Gander Nursery Rhymes: The Equal Rhymes Amendment, these three short comedies  
bring joy to the world for the holiday season.  A lonely tall Ice-Elf is ridiculed by the Short  

Squat Trolls in The Last Straw: A Christmas Fable.  A generous, good-natured vulture  

unwittingly volunteers to be roasted for Holiday dinner in the interactive Dorcas the  

Christmas Duck: A Cautionary Tale.  The bizarre Turkey family performs a hilarious holiday 
 pageant for the upper-crust Penguins in Peas on Earth: A Birds-Eye View of Christmas. 

 

 Dramatic Publishing Company. Woodstock, London, Melbourne.  

Produced in Ukraine, St. Thomas U.S. Virgin Islands, and in over  
twenty productions across America.  2-6M / 2-8 W Mixed Chorus 
 

Innovative costumes, funny lyrics, gentle lessons and a sweet (if  

confused) retelling of the Christmas story make O Christmas Three! a sure hit with  

actors and audiences alike.   
 

Musical version available through EQUITY HOUSE. 

 

 


